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What's New in the?

Version: 02/2018.2 Description: For computers running an affected firmware version: CPUA -
Microcode Version <INSERT CORRECT MICROCODE REVISION>.0700 <INSERT MICROCODE
VERSION FROM TABLE B> <INSERT TABLENAME> CPUB - Microcode Version <INSERT
CORRECT MICROCODE REVISION>.0800 <INSERT MICROCODE VERSION FROM TABLE B>
<INSERT TABLENAME> CPUC - Microcode Version <INSERT CORRECT MICROCODE
REVISION>.0900 <INSERT MICROCODE VERSION FROM TABLE B> <INSERT TABLENAME>
<END OF MICROCODE REVISION FOR ALL NOS.> Notes: - This tool is intended to provide
guidance to consumers and system integrators who are interested in applying current security best
practices to safeguard their products from the risk of becoming affected by Intel-SA-00086. - A
firmware update is available to address this issue. Please see < - The latest version of the firmware
update is available. Please visit < - For more information about Intel-SA-00086, please visit < To add
to the discussion of this thread, I have had the same problem with my PC that was HP's latest update
of their BIOS. I went in a few days ago and read in the BIOS section of the release notes that a
version that included updates for the Intel Management Engine was included with this release. I
don't think I have ever seen a version of the BIOS which was affected by Intel's Management Engine
before. I also have several versions of Intel (i7) CPUs. The newest one is Intel Core i7-8550U but I
have two others that are Intel Core i7-7700HQ and Intel Core i7-6700HQ that were introduced in
2017 and 2016 respectively. Note You need to log in before you can comment on or make changes to
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this bug.Q: Acceptance of Dates in While-Loop I



System Requirements For Intel-SA-00086 Detection Tool:

* A computer with an Intel Pentium IV (or greater) processor and a 2.0 GHz or faster processor. *
64MB of RAM (32MB of RAM required). * A sound card with 1.0 MB or more of memory (optional,
but recommended). * CD-ROM or DVD drive (with a suitable CD-ROM or DVD drive). * High-quality
display and sound. Download: From here This download does not include S
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